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“We are not the masters. The people are the masters. We are the servants of the people.”

TONY BLAIR, addressing British Labour MPs on the first day of the new Labour parliament, May 7, 1997
Stop Mad Cowboy Disease
U.S. War Hawks
Paul Wolfowitz
Donald Rumsfeld
Dick Cheney
Richard Pearl
Tommy Franks
Invisioned an American (1990)
Empire. Who will stop Bush's Mad Genocide?

Stop the Kissing of America
We can also boycott them but we've got more class.
WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS TO BE SELF-EVIDENT:
1) GEORGE W. BUSH IS NOT PRESIDENT
2) AMERICA IS NOT A TRUE DEMOCRACY
3) THE MEDIA IS NOT FOOLING ME

-ANI DI FRANCO
HOLOCAUST
IN BAGHDAD
AND
PALESTINE ....

Do cluster bombs liberate?
They Are WAR CRIMINALS

Murders !!! Killers of WOMAN & CHILDREN

Put Them On Trial NOW!

BUSH & BLAIR ARE WAR-CRIMINALS
MURDERS of CHILDREN IN IRAQ. CANADA: DO NOT WANT BUSH IN CANADA
WAR CRIMINALS
PUT THEM ON
TRIAL NOW!
PEACEFUL SOLUTIONS ARE LASTING SOLUTIONS
STOP THE WAR
START THE DIALOGUE
OF MASS KILLINGS
OIL
HOW MANY LIVES
Per Gallon?
SHARON
DICTATES
WAR AGENDA
BUSH OBEYS
BUSH...
BORN AGAIN
PSYCHO
USA - STOP BOMBING IRAQI CHILDREN
capitalism sucks!